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Atherosclerosis is a major cause of ischemic heart disease, and the increasing medical

burden associated with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease has become a major

public health concern worldwide. Macrophages play an important role in all stages

of the dynamic progress of atherosclerosis, from its initiation and lesion expansion

increasing the vulnerability of plaques, to the formation of unstable plaques and clinical

manifestations. Early imaging can identify patients at risk of coronary atherosclerotic

disease and its complications, enabling preventive measures to be initiated. Recent

advances in molecular imaging have involved the noninvasive and semi-quantitative

targeted imaging of macrophages and their related molecules in vivo, which can detect

atheroma earlier and more accurately than conventional imaging. Multimodal imaging

integrates vascular structure, function, and molecular imaging technology to achieve

multi-dimensional imaging, which can be used to comprehensively evaluate blood

vessels and obtain clinical information based on anatomical structure and molecular

level. At the same time, the rapid development of nonmolecular imaging technologies,

such as intravascular imaging, which have the unique advantages of having intuitive

accuracy and providing rich information to identify macrophage inflammation and inform

targeted personalized treatment, has also been seen. In this review, we highlight recent

methods and research hotspots in molecular and nonmolecular imaging of macrophages

in atherosclerosis that have enormous potential for rapid clinical application.
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INTRODUCTION

Atherosclerosis is a major cause of ischemic heart disease, and the increasing medical burden
associated with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease has become a major global public health
concern (1, 2). Many factors have been linked to atherosclerosis, including the accumulation of
inflammatory infiltration and immune cell activation. One of the first processes in the pathogenesis
of atherogenesis is macrophage accumulation within the sub-endothelium or neointima
constitutes, at which point scavenger receptors expressed by monocytes and macrophages take up
lipoproteins and become lipid-loaded foam cells (3). During this process, macrophages continually
secrete inflammatory cytokines and amplify the inflammatory response. However, macrophage
proliferation may take on a more important role in advanced necrotic atherosclerotic lesions
that exhibit a pattern of progression from pathologic intimal thickening to fibroatheroma with
a lipid-rich necrotic core (Figure 1) (4, 5). There are no clinical signs or symptoms in the early
stages of atherosclerosis, and ischemic symptoms do not appear until the atherosclerotic plaque
has blocked or even occluded blood vessels (6). Macrophages play a significant role in all stages
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FIGURE 1 | Macrophage evolution in progressive stages and the role of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) in the late stages of atherosclerosis.

of the dynamic progression of atherosclerosis, from its initiation
and lesion expansion increasing the vulnerability of plaques, to
the formation of unstable plaques and clinical manifestations
(7). Researchers have found that clinical imaging can detect
the presence and activation of macrophages, which may help
in the identification of patients who are at risk of coronary
atherosclerotic disease and its complications, enabling preventive
measures to be taken.

Multiple techniques have been used for macrophage
imaging, including noninvasive imaging using nanoparticles
designed according to the metabolic activity and phagocytosis
characteristics of macrophages, and invasive imaging, which
directly displays macrophages in atherosclerosis using high
resolution (8, 9). Molecular imaging techniques are widely used
in animal models as well as in the clinical setting; these include
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), bioluminescence
imaging (BLI), near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF), laser scanning
intravital microscopy (IVM), contrast-enhanced ultrasound
(CEU), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission
tomography (PET), and single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT). Multimodal imaging provides multi-
dimensional imaging and the comprehensive assessment of
blood vessels, offering more accurate information for the
diagnosis of disease in comparison with the complementary
capabilities of a single method. Interest in multimodal imaging
has promoted the application of molecular imaging research
in clinical diagnosis, providing clinical information on the
occurrence and development of disease based on anatomical
structure at the molecular level. In addition to molecular
imaging, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and OCT-
NIRF have been used to identify macrophages in vivo. OCT
can qualitatively and quantitatively identify macrophages
and determine the vulnerability of plaques based on the
inflammatory infiltration. Moreover, intravascular OCT-NIRF
can not only visually image the cellular-level anatomical
structure of macrophages in atherosclerosis, but it can also
simultaneously display molecular level information, such as
enzyme activity.

In this review, we illuminate recent methods and
research hotspots in molecular and nonmolecular imaging
of macrophages in atherosclerosis that have enormous
potential for rapid clinical transformation. Table 1 summarizes
the resolution, characteristics, and advantages of each
imaging modality.

SURFACE-ENHANCED RAMAN
SPECTROSCOPY

Raman spectroscopy provides value in visualization at the
single-cell level and can be applied for the detection of cell
activation as well as metabolic events, without the need for
additional fluorescent probes. Raman spectroscopy does not
only provide structural information on intracellular molecules
but also reveals the differences and dynamic changes of
biochemical components between certain cells by detecting
the vibration characteristics of multiple lipid classes (10, 11).
Initially, Matthaus et al. (12) used Raman spectroscopy to
study the lipid uptake dynamics of macrophages, providing
a detection method for early atherosclerosis. In a subsequent
study, the same group used isotope labeling combined with
Raman imaging to investigate the dynamics of fatty acid storage
in macrophages and found that this not only efficaciously
tracked living macrophages, but also reflected macrophage
lipid uptake through the collection of real-time signal
fluctuation data (13).

Although the chemical information of molecules detected
using Raman spectroscopy is limited, the signal is improved using
surface-enhanced Raman scattering, which combines precious
metal (gold or silver) nanoparticles. This is due to enhanced
excitation and scattering of the plasmon when the molecule is
adsorbed on or is close to the metal surface. On this basis,
Pissuwan and Hattori (14) designed a surface-enhanced Raman
scattering gold nanorod probe specifically for binding endothelial
intercellular adhesion molecule-1 produced by macrophages and
the part of cytokines that stimulates endothelial cells in order to
enhance Raman signals and achieve better imaging results at the
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TABLE 1 | Summary of imaging modalities to identify macrophage in atherosclerosis.

Method Resolution Strengths Limitations Performance* Clinical use

Molecular imaging

SERS 1µm Label-free analysis, high spatial

resolution, and highly detailed

classification of tissue

morphology

Low sensitivity can prolong imaging

times, poor signal-to-noise in some

tissues, require complex chemometric

analysis to separate analytes

Cellular level None yet

BLI 0.1–2mm Excellent sensitivity, no radiation,

good temporal resolution, and

multiplexing capability

Limited depth of penetration, poor

spatial resolution at deeper tissue,

and surface bioluminescence imaging

Animal level;

in vitro

None yet

NIRF 1 µm−1mm Relatively low cost, no radiation,

moderate multiplexing capability

Requires hybrid technologies for

higher resolution imaging, relatively

broad emission spectrum limits

multiplexing, and the potential toxicity

of imaging agents

Animal level;

in vivo

None yet

IVM 1µm Cellular resolution, dynamic Shallow penetration depth, invasive Animal level;

in vivo

None yet

CEU 50µm Low cost, no radiation, high

speed, and sequential imaging,

and amenable to bedside testing

Poor sensitivity and signal-to-noise

ratio make molecular imaging

challenging, lack of vascular

penetration confines information to

the endothelial surface

Animal level;

in vivo

Plaque

morphology,

thrombus and

ulceration

detection, and

stenosis severity

MRI 10 µm−1mm Excellent soft-tissue contrast for

plaque characterization,

non-ionization radiation

Poor sensitivity, long imaging times

often required, and poor

signal-to-noise ratio

Animal level;

in vivo

Plaque

inflammatory

burden,

morphology, and

stenosis severity

PET/SPECT 1–5mm Unrestricted imaging depth,

non-invasive

Poor spatial resolution, radiation

exposure, requires CT integration for

anatomical analysis/quantification

Animal level;

in vivo

Plaque

inflammatory

burden

Nonmolecular imaging

OCT 10µm High resolution of clinical

techniques

High cost, invasive Animal

level/clinical

use; in vivo

Plaque

inflammatory

burden,

morphology,

stenosis severity,

and

microarchitecture

OCT-

NIRF

10µm Feedback plaque characteristics

and cell and molecule

metabolism at the same time

Low image acquisition rate, invasive Animal

level/clinical

use; in vivo

Plaque

inflammatory

burden/activity,

plaque

morphology,

stenosis severity,

and

microarchitecture

*Performance refers to the ability to detect macrophages, and to image macrophages in vivo or in vitro. SERS, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy; BLI, bioluminescence imaging;

NIRF, near-infrared fluorescence; IVM, laser scanning intravital microscopy; CEU, contrast-enhanced ultrasound; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PET, positron emission tomography;

SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; OCT, optical coherence tomography; IVUS, intravascular ultrasonography.

cellular level (Figure 2). A facile method of fabricating hollow-
channel gold nanoflowers without surface activators for surface-
enhanced Raman scattering was recently developed by the Ye
et al. (15), and the trimodal nanoprobes demonstrated effective
cellular internalization and low cell toxicity. The development
of less toxic silver or gold nanoparticles with highly specific
particles will be possible in the near future for use in vivo with
emission profiles to allow in-depth analysis of tissues. Moreover,
the nanoparticles were functionalized with targeting molecules

and tuned to work across a wide range of wavelengths from the
visible to the near-infrared to achieve accuracy and real-time in
vivo diagnosis.

OPTICAL IMAGING

Bioluminescence Imaging
Based on the luciferase-mediated chemiluminescence detection
of oxidation reactions, bioluminescence imaging (BLI) is a
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FIGURE 2 | Examples of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy and optical imaging for macrophages in atherosclerosis. (A) SERS probe GNR techniques for

detection of adhesion molecules expressed on the surface of macrophage cells (Raw264.7) [adapted from (14)]. (B) SERS spectra detected from Raw264.7 cells

treated with LPS for different lengths of time (1, 3, and 5 h). The SERS spectra were averaged from ∼80 to 235 spectra detected for each condition [adapted from

(14)]. (C) Bioluminescence metabolic imaging showed energy metabolism in shoulder region of human atherosclerotic lesion in the common carotid artery [adapted

from (16)]. (D) An aorta explanted from an Apoe−/− Cx3cr1GFP/+CD11cYFP mouse fed WD and imaged with two-photon microscopy shows GFP, DP, and YFP cells

in the wall [adapted from (17)]. (E) NIRF imaging of atherosclerotic plaques in ApoE KO mice. P-ICG2-PS-Lip was intravenously injected into ApoE KO mice via a tail

vein, and the images were obtained by using a Maestro fluorescence imaging system [adapted from (18)]. (G) Ex vivo imaging with GB123 in human carotid plaque

(above: unstable plaque + inhibitor, middle: unstable plaque, below: stable plaque) revealed high cathepsin activity, in yellow, was found in probe-treated unstable

plaques [adapted from (19)]. (H) NIR fluorescence images of collected aorta from ApoE KO mice after 24 h injection of IONP-cRGD-NC, IONP-Col IV-tg-NC, IONP-NC

[adapted from (20)].

noninvasive technique for optical imaging that is commonly
used in whole-body imaging of cell populations in small animal
models (21). The first step of BLI in macrophage imaging
involves ex vivo labeling utilizing a lentivirus vector that encodes
given luciferase-encoding genes in the target macrophage. These
engineered cells are then intravenously injected into the animal
body, and luciferase enzymes expressed in engineered cells then
catalyze light emissions during the luciferin oxidation reaction.
The luciferase–luciferin system of BLI with green fluorescent
protein (GFP) and firefly luciferase (FLUC) may be a powerful
tool for studying macrophage biology. Pajarinen et al. used the
double infection strategy in an attempt to solve the problem of
low transfection efficiency from efficient gene transfer to primary
macrophages. Firstly, they designed ex vivo labeling by using a
lentivirus vector and cyclosporine to produce mouse primary
macrophages with a strong expression of GFP/FLUC (up to 60%).
The engineered cells were then transferred into the mouse model,
and after a period of observation, they crowded in areas of
chronic inflammatory activation (22). However, BLI is limited
by tissue specificity, transfection efficiency, and bioluminescence
duration. The new luciferase/luciferin systems and their related

tools will promote the application of multicolor BLI for more
information obtained in refined animal experiments. Moreover,
BLI could be used to advance genetically modified animals
by expanding the application of gene editing technology,
rather than focusing on the transformation of research into
human applications.

Fluorescence Imaging and Near-Infrared
Fluorescence
Fluorescence imaging is an alternative solution that can achieve
long-term and whole-body macrophage tracking. The traditional
method of fluorescence imaging may not easily reach the level
of sensitivity required for clinical application, because of the
rapid attenuation of photons in the detection process and the
visible light signal being mostly absorbed by the vivo tissue.
However, photon absorption by hemoglobin, lipids, and water
in body tissues was avoided due to the volume of the probe
being significantly smaller than that of the endogenous photon
absorber. Nonetheless, when tissue autofluorescence imaging
was minimized, especially in the near-infrared region, the signal
was found to be significantly improved. NIRF imaging which
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can be coupled with activatable fluorescent probes targeting
macrophages in the atherosclerotic lesion, can improve the
accuracy of macrophage detection and serve as a tool for the
detection of unstable atherosclerotic plaques (23–25).

It is noteworthy that indocyanine green (ICG), which is
approved by the Pure Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
is the only NIRF imaging probe that can be expected to
the clinical detection of inflamed atherosclerotic plaques. Due
to its lipophilicity, circulating ICG rapidly binds to low-
density and high-density lipoproteins in the blood, following
which this lipoprotein complex is absorbed by macrophages
in the atherosclerotic plaque, internalizing the ICG. Rabbit
models and human tissues in vitro have confirmed that plaque
lipids, macrophages, and subendothelial deposits are targeted
by ICG in fluorescence imaging (26). In addition, iron oxide
nanoparticles (IONPs), which are another molecular prober,
change the magnetic field through macrophage scavenger
receptor–mediated endocytosis and are biocompatible and
biodegradable in a wide range of applications (Figure 2) (20).
Ikeda et al. designed activatable fluorescent probes equipped with
highly compatible ICG and IONPs and observed a significant
increase in the signal in the in the quantitative evaluation of
NIRF. Moreover, in groups with different proportions of ICG,
the mouse model of IONP-ICG20 showed a distinct NIRF signal
reflecting the number of macrophages present (27).

Activated macrophages secrete proteolytic enzymes,
including matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (Figure 1),
which induce the discontinuation of fibrous caps and plaque
destabilization. MMPs also overexpress cathepsin, which
plays a key role in inflammation and interleukin (IL)-1β
processing in atherosclerotic plaques (24). Knowledge of these
proteases has allowed the development of “smart” probes
specifically designed to identify when fluorescent signals
emitted by macrophages switch from “off” to “on” under
certain circumstances in fluorescence imaging. Narita et al. for
instance, aimed to synthesize a fluorescent smart probe to detect
specific fluorescence activation and image macrophages, and
they encapsulated Peptide-ICG2 (optically silent under normal
conditions; activates in the presence of the lysosomal enzyme)
into phosphatidylserine-containing liposome (PICG2-PS-Lip)
to achieve these requirements (Figure 2). When Peptide-ICG2
has been lysed with the lysosomal enzyme cathepsin B, which
is highly expressed in the lysosomes of macrophages, the
quenching effect of the peptide can be released, switching on
ICG2 fluorescence in macrophages (18).

Although research on NIRF imaging probes is flourishing,
poor NIRF penetration makes it far from clinical translation.
The current trend is its combination with intravascular imaging
to obtain morphological and molecular information on human
coronary arteries (detailed later).

INTRAVITAL MICROSCOPY

Using the above fluorescent probes, a fluorescence microscopy
technique named laser scanning IVM has also been used to
detect macrophages (28). Through the use of laser sources and

high-resolutionmicroscopy, IVMwith the stability of fluorescent
proteins or probes was shown to enable real-time tracking of
single or multiple macrophages in atherosclerosis in vivo (17, 21).
A reliable tool for real-time visualization of macrophages allows
the understanding of macrophage positional dynamics and how
intravascular inflammation drives atherogenesis. Xiong et al. (29)
used IVM to confirm that one of the reasons for attenuated
atherosclerosis and monocyte/macrophage accumulation by
vasostatin-2 is the blocking of chemotaxis and recruitment of
inflammatory monocytes/macrophages. Furthermore, Williams
et al. (30) performed a two-pronged approach macrophage
dynamic model—using IVM to examine macrophage behavior
in the living mouse and then added a long-term assessment
of macrophage positioning by quantifying the location of
stable phagocytic cargo carried by macrophages within plaques.
IVM can also perform real-time imaging in live animals,
but its operation process invasively exposes the location of
atherosclerotic plaques, which may be more traumatic to
experimental models, and is also difficult to transform into
human models.

CONTRAST-ENHANCED ULTRASOUND

This method utilizes acoustically active microbubbles to
detect the endothelial-blood pool interface of the vascular
compartment (31, 32). The ultrasound microbubbles of various
inflammatory cells or inflammatory factors are introduced into
the animal atherosclerotic model and targeted to combine with
inflammatory cells or factors in the plaque, resulting in changes
in the inflammatory response at the molecular level, which can
be seen by local echo (33). Atkinson et al. (34) used CEU to
identify and estimate the changes in macrophage burden that
reflect the degree of progression in high-risk atherosclerosis in
the evaluation of the therapeutic effect of anti-oxidant therapy.
CEU could be used in the future as an early screening tool for
potential atherosclerosis development. However, because of poor
spatial localization and restricted to the vascular compartment,
CEU is not an ideal method for detecting macrophages within
atherosclerotic plaques.

In addition, sonodynamic therapy (SDT) is one of several new
treatment methods that combine low-intensity ultrasound with
sonosensitizers, which promotes direct macrophage reduction
or macrophage apoptosis-induced endothelial cell apoptosis
(35, 36). The combination of aminolaevulinic acid gold
nanoparticles and SDT has noticeable advantages, including a
high astuteness for pathological sites and low systemic toxicity,
and may represent a promising alternative therapy (37). Overall,
continued research shows that SDT is a novel treatment modality
that can identify the optimal macrophage target in the treatment
of atherosclerosis.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

MRI combines excellent spatial resolution with contrast
of soft tissue morphology to semi-quantitatively detect
macrophages (38–40). MRI delineates macrophage accumulation
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in atherosclerosis by combining nanoparticles represented by
ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) in vivo and
gadolinium contrast. Macrophages engulf the ferromagnetic
USPIO at the site of atherosclerosis and shorten the relaxation
times of the surrounding water molecules due to the magnetic
sensitivity of the USPIO. This can be seen on MRI imaging
as signal loss in T2-weighted sequences (41, 42). USPIO has
been used to identify plaque macrophages as a succedaneum
of plaque inflammation in assessing atherosclerosis and setting
risk stratification in human and animal models (43). Moreover,
due to the slow absorption of USPIO, long-circulating times are
required to procure an adequate accumulation to allow for MRI
imaging. To address these practical and theoretical limitations,
dual-targeted nanoparticles (NPs) equipped iron oxide NPs, and
mito-magneto MRI contrast enhancement of the macrophage
mitochondria were carried out to target the macrophages, and
optimization of the composition of NPs was shown to achieve
better recognition (44). Another dual-modal fluorescent iron
oxide magnetic NP (MNP) method involves the use of folate-
conjugated fluorescent dyed MNPs@OPE-PEG-NH2 to target
the folate receptor, which is a marker of activated macrophages
in which FR-β is specifically expressed (45). In addition, Tarin
et al. (46) directed nanoparticles vectorized with gold coated
iron oxide to CD163, the membrane receptor expressed by
monocyte-macrophage lineage, as a potential strategy for the
synthesis of targeted probes for macrophage imaging. Compared
with USPIO, microparticles of iron oxide (MPIO) with a more
significant MR contrast effect synthesized a dual-modal MPIO as
a contrast agent act to render adhesion molecules and P-selectin
on macrophages in the mouse model (47).

On the other hand, the key advantage of gadolinium contrast
applied to MRI scanning lies in the enhancement of plaque
tissue in dynamic kinetics, so that T1-weighted sequences
can identify macrophages noninvasively. However, gadolinium
contrast has obvious deficiencies, including a low relaxation rate,
a short circulation time, rapid elimination by the kidney, and
poor biocompatibility. Ongoing research may provide promising
gadolinium contrast agents for MRI with both effective and
targeted contrast abilities to enable macrophage detection (48,
49). Shen et al. (50) explored a novel lipopeptide nanoparticle,
which contained gadolinium-based contrast agents and modified
synthetic apolipoprotein A-I peptides. This new nanoparticle
could significantly enhance the detection of plaque and reduce
the adverse effects of gadolinium, and that the optimized
spherical particles could further diminish adverse renal effects.
Furthermore, Yu et al. (51) recently synthesized a gadolinium-
doped oxide nanoparticle functionalized by hyaluronic acid (HA-
GdIO NPs), which could be used for T1–T2 dual-modal contrast
imaging of atherosclerosis through selective accumulation in
CD44-overpressing macrophages, suggesting their potential as a
contrast agent for the detection of macrophages.

It is necessary to optimize or develop new technologies
to obtain more information on atherosclerotic plaques at a
higher spatial resolution and to reduce significant imaging
artifacts due to pulsatile vascular motion. The general demand
for higher temporal and spatial resolution of vascular MRI
may encourage the use of these higher field strengths. We

expect that medical physics can solve the problem of the
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field and transmission so that
a magnetic field strength of more than 7 T can be transformed
into clinical applications (52). Simultaneously, large-scale cohort
and multicenter studies should perform more extensive scientific
research for further clinical verification of novel multi-contrast
sequences and molecular plaque imaging and to demonstrate
their added value compared with standard techniques.

NUCLEAR IMAGING

When inflammatory activation occurs, mononuclear phagocytic
cells in plaque may alter their metabolic activity, making
their detection by nuclear imaging possible. Nuclear technology
involves the use of a radiotracer, which co-localizes with
the target cell or receptor of interest in the plaque and
emits gamma rays to probe the tracer, thereby displaying
its functional characteristics. The main advantage to the
widespread clinical application of nuclear imaging is its excellent
sensitivity, which allows macrophages to be detected using
a low tracer dose (25). Historically, SPECT and PET have
been limited by their low spatial resolution; however, recent
developments have seen functional information on molecular
signals added to the anatomy data obtained by CT and MRI
(Figure 3) (54). By developing novel tracers and nanoparticles
that target macrophages with different hallmarks of plaque,
radionuclide molecular imaging could provide new insights into
the pathophysiology of atherosclerosis (55–57).

PET/CT combines the high sensitivity of PET, which offers
biochemical function information, with the sectional anatomical
detail provided by CT to reflect the signal of atherosclerotic blood
vessel regions (58). 2-deoxy-2-[18F] fluoro-D-glucose ([18F]
FDG) is a glucose analog that can be taken up by metabolically
active tissues and its phosphorylation reaction can reflect the
glucose metabolism of tissue cells. The uptake of [18F]FDG is
directly proportional to the number of macrophages in high-risk
plaques, which has been confirmed in histological studies with
samples acquired by endarterectomy (59). So, PET/CT imaging
of macrophages within carotid atherosclerosis plaque via [18F]
FDG tracer has attracted significant attention from researchers.
Other studies using [18F] FDG-PET/CT have confirmed that
[18F] FDG uptake is significantly correlated with macrophage
content (56, 59). To overcome the lack of specificity of the

[18F] FDG tracer, both 3
′

-dexoy-3
′

[18F] fluorothymidine ([18F]
FLT) and rHDL serving as markers of PET/CT imaging can
target macrophage accumulation and activity in individuals
with atherosclerosis (60, 61). Moreover, when the novel PET
tracer 64Cu-DOTATATE was proposed and compared with
[18F] FDG in the same animal, the PET signal emanating
from atherosclerotic plaques was slightly higher for 64Cu-
DOTATATE and persisted for longer, which was consistent with
the alternatively activated macrophages (62).

Furthermore, PET/MRI and SPECT/MRI provide detection
sensitivity and specificity an order of magnitude higher, thus
requiring a lower concentration of nanoparticles compared to
MRI. The intense radioactive signal detected by SPECT is
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FIGURE 3 | Examples of MRI and nuclear imaging for macrophages in atherosclerosis. (A) Pre- and post-MPO-Gd and DTPA-Gd T1-TSE imaging in TS Apoe−/−

mice. Representative as-acquired (2-cm field-of-view) MR images and higher-magnification images of unstable plaque (R), plaque-free artery (L) and stable plaque

(BA) before and 60min after probe administration, with corresponding time-course of CNR (MPO-Gd, filled symbols; DTPA-Gd, open symbols) in L (squares), R

(circles), and BA (triangles) [adapted from (53)]. (B) Representative PET/CT images of several experiments in ApoE−/− and wild-type control mice after IV Macroflor

injection. (C) Cardiac PET images with respective agents (above: Macroflor, below: [18F] FDG) [adapted from (54)].

focused on the identification and quantification of macrophages,
and MRI is shown to improve focal localization and volume
imaging in atherosclerosis. Recently, Cheng et al. (63) used
SPECT/CT to design a multimodal probe specifically for
apoptotic macrophages in vulnerable plaques by constructing
a hybrid USPIO and PEG nanoparticle system and using
Annexin V for targeting transport to areas with an abundance
of apoptotic macrophages. Imaging revealed a clear signal in
the macrophages with high uptake of the hybrid probe, which
could identify higher-risk plaques and be helpful for volume
determination with the precise lesion contour. A recent study
showed that using 64Cu-ATSM as a PET/MRI imaging agent was
beneficial for visualizing hypoxic macrophages in atherosclerotic
animal models (64, 65). Subsequent studies translated nanobody-
based radiotracer expressed on macrophages (64Cu-macrophage
mannose receptor nanobody) to animal models and integrated
it in a PET/MRI protocol that allowed evaluation of the
macrophage burden and revealed several key features of
atherosclerosis progression (56).

MULTIMODALITY IMAGING

Considerable effort has been made to combine the strengths
of various imaging methods to better visualize macrophages.
As multimodal imaging agents require target cells to take up
a sufficient proportion of the contrast agent or nanoprobes
to improve the sensitivity, researchers are going for creating
multiple binding sites of contrast agents and compounding
the hybrid targeted molecular probes. The broad range of
multimodal imaging methods can be extended by performing
imaging with several platforms, including PET/CT and
PET/MRI. The contrast agent of CT and optical dual-modal

imaging can maximize the capabilities of the high spatial
resolution of CT and the high sensitivity of optical imaging,
which has great potential in specifically targeting macrophages
(66). Moreover, a dual-modal ultrasound/MRI contrast agent
exploited by the Ji et al. observed macrophage enrichment in
abdominal aortic atherosclerotic plaques. The synthesis and
characterization of anti-CD68 receptor-targeted Fe-doped
hollow silica nanoparticles (CD68-Fe-HSNs) was mainly
composed of three parts: a CD68 receptor that was highly and
specifically expressed on macrophage activation; HSNs with a
stable shell and high biosafety as an excellent contrast agent for
ultrasound imaging; and doped iron that provided T2-weighted
MRI imaging (67).

The expression of the secreted biomarker osteopontin (OPN)
is strongly associated with macrophage and foamy macrophage
content, and plays a key role in plaque progression, including in
the recruitment and viability of leukocytes and cytokines, and
MMP expression. Qiao et al. (68) attached the OPN antibody
to NaGdF4: Yb, Er@NaGdF4 up conversion nanoparticles
covalently to construct a dual-modality imaging probe. Specific
probe and upconversion optical imaging were then performed to
visualize plaques induced by lowered and oscillatory shear stress
in the carotid arteries of mice. In addition, the Li et al. (69) built
ultrasound/optical dual-modality probe (Cy5.5-anti-OPN-PEG-
PLA-PFOB, denoted as COP-NPs), which uses OPN targeted
nanoparticles for the molecular imaging of foam macrophage
cells, could be a promising tool for identifying the molecular
characteristics of mice at high-risk of atherosclerosis.

The construction of well-designed, multi-modal nanoparticles
not only facilitate imaging but may also temper both local and
systemic immune cell inflammation. The specific accumulation
of spherical polymeric nano constructs (SPNs) in lipid-rich
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FIGURE 4 | Examples of nonmolecular imaging for macrophages in atherosclerosis. (A,B) OCT cross-section images of the atherosclerotic vessel lumen, the location

indicated by the white arrow is the macrophage. (C,D) Macrophages with robust NIRF signals on OCT-NIRF, and its content can be judged by red signal intensity;

Focal plaque with surface infiltration of lipid-laden macrophages [adapted from (70)].

plaques show nuclear imaging and optical imaging signals,
and histological analysis confirms that SPNs are taken up
by macrophages, indicating that it can accurately image
them. Multifunctional, hybrid nanoparticles were reported
to deliver the MTX system to macrophages to achieve an
effective therapeutic strategy that inhibited atherosclerosis
progression and potentially induced the absorption of vascular
lesions (71). Using multimodal imaging techniques to evaluate
drug capabilities also offers the potential for future clinical
applications. Using multi-modal imaging techniques, Cecconi
et al. (72) showed that colchicine could stabilize atherosclerotic
plaques by reducing inflammatory activity and plaque burden
while having no effect on macrophage immersion or plaque
typology. The field of molecular imaging is growing, and it is
anticipated that the increase in preclinical and clinical studies will
accelerate the noninvasive, sensitive, and longitudinal assessment
of macrophages in atherosclerosis.

OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY

The most well-known form of nonmolecular imaging is
optical coherence tomography (OCT), which measures the

intensity of back-reflected infrared light. By producing high-
resolution imaging (10µm) in clinical real-time application
or in vivo, OCT provides cross-sectional images of arterial
tissue, including plaque characteristics, macrophages, and
microchannels. Macrophage imaging is defined as when
signals that exceed the intensity of background speckle noise
are rich, distinct or convergent tufted areas are present
(Figure 4) (73, 74), or when strongly linear images on the
plaque surface accompanied by high attenuation (attenuation
coefficient µt ≥ 10 mm−1) are seen (75). Multiple studies
combined intravascular imaging with histology have targeted
identification and quantification of macrophages present in
coronary atherosclerotic plaques to reflect the capability of
OCT. Using tissue property indexes to verify the accuracy
of OCT in recognizing macrophages, Di Vito et al. then
proposed a two-step algorithm for macrophage quantification.
The algorithm first applied OCT-derived tissue property indexes,
normalized standard deviation (NSD) with a cut-off value of
0.0570, then used a granulometry index to identify significant
plaque inflammation with a sensitivity and specificity of
100 and 96.8%, respectively (76). With the extensive use
of processing methods for automated OCT, the proposed
NSD ratio method can accurately and quickly detect in vivo
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imaging of macrophage content within coronary atherosclerotic
plaques simultaneously during standard OCT imaging system
operation (77).

Macrophages are intrinsically linked to one of the indicators
of atheroma progression and may also predict risk vulnerability
(7). A study of inflammatory infiltration of ruptured plaques
in ACS patients found a large macrophage burden, suggesting
that plaque rupture might mainly be caused by chronic, low-
grade background inflammation. In addition, a C-reactive
protein value >3 mg/dL was found to be the only independent
predictor of macrophage infiltration in the culprit plaque (78).
In the CLIMA study of 1,003 patients who underwent coronary
angiography and coronary artery OCT imaging, patients with
macrophage inflammatory infiltrate had a higher risk of cardiac
death and target vessel myocardial infarction (79). In the
one-time acquisition of OCT images, we can obtain semi-
quantitative images of macrophages as one of the main indicators
in the evaluation of vulnerable plaques in clinical practice.
However, because the image of macrophages is susceptible
to artifacts and its interpretation is highly subjective, it is
often necessary to combine other indicators when evaluating
vulnerable plaques.

OCT-NIRF

OCT reflects the morphological characteristics of atherosclerotic
plaques but cannot directly provide information about their
inflammatory activity. Intravascular NIRF, however, can image
atherosclerosis at the molecular and cellular levels as well as
inflammatory activity, although its vessel localization ability
has limited clinical application. The recent development of
an integrated imaging system using intravascular OCT-NIRF
can achieve the precise co-localization of microstructural
information and enzyme activity in atherosclerosis
(Figure 4) (70, 80).

OCT-NIRF uses the FDA-approved contrast agent
indocyanine green (ICG), which provides good imaging
results for NIRF imaging and minimal renal toxicity during
metabolism. Ughi et al. (81) proposed an automated algorithm
that enabled full-automatic visualization of dual-modal
OCT-NIRF pullbacks, and provided accurate and effective
calibration of NIRF data for quantifying molecular conditions
in atherosclerotic vessel walls, thus greatly increasing the
application of this technology. Lee et al. (82) also demonstrated
the feasibility of integrated OCT-NIRF structural molecular
imaging by identifying lipid-rich inflammatory atherosclerosis
and concluded that the dual-mode imaging method had an
enhanced ability to detect high-risk plaques. OCT-NIRF has also
been shown to be effective for imaging high-risk plaques, and
can safely and efficiently perform dual-pattern microstructures
and coronary artery fluorescence imaging in humans (26, 83).
Additionally, high-risk plaques with intraplaque hemorrhage
and heme degradation products can be detected and monitored
by near-infrared autofluorescence, which is a novel technology
that reflects plaque instability, as seen in human carotid
endarterectomy samples (84).

In addition to OCT, intraluminal imaging tomography
also includes intravascular ultrasonography (IVUS) and near-
infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), although these methods cannot
independently identify macrophages (85–87). A small sample
study showed that CD163-positive macrophage infiltration could
be predicted if positive remodeling and a large necrotic core
without calcification were seen on virtual histology IVUS
imaging (88); however, this result was not supported by
another research. While IVUS-NIRS imaging seems to provide
effective solutions for the visual diagnosis and quantitative
analysis of lipid plaques, a study of the consistency of IVUS-
NIRS and OCT for lipid pool detection showed that the false
positive and false negative rates were higher with IVUS-NIRS
imaging. Macrophage clusters were observed in most false-
positive cases for lipid detection, and the presence of different
types of calcification was seen to be more common in false-
negative cases. The results of that study revealed that IVUS-
NIRS was less capable of identifying macrophages because the
presence of calcium components in plaques affected the imaging
of lipids (89).

Because intravascular imaging is increasingly being used in
PCI, its only difference from NIRF-OCT or NIRF-IVUS is that
the targeted molecular imaging agent is injected intravenously
at the beginning of PCI, which does not increase the burden
of clinical operations. Intravascular imaging combined with
molecular imaging technology is based on the key driving factors
of coronary events, such as inflammatorymacrophages, offering a
new dimension for the risk assessment of atherosclerotic plaques.
The new generational atherosclerosis score to be established
can integrate coronary vascular morphological and molecular
characteristics, which reflects the pathophysiological process of
the culprit and nonculprit arteries. Furthermore, the molecular
structural atheroma score will identify high-risk lesions, arteries,
and patients, allowing the ability to personalize medical therapy
to those at the highest risk.

CONCLUSION

Atherosclerotic plaque vulnerability and progression, which are
reflected by macrophages, represent one of the principal
risk-factors for acute cardiovascular events. This raises
the importance of exploring new detection methods and
treatments to protect the coronary arteries. An important
feature of molecular imaging is that it is noninvasive,
which makes it an attractive method to consider for use in
widespread screening. With its extremely high sensitivity
and specificity, nonmolecular imaging can qualitatively and
quantitatively analyze macrophages, and it has made an
important contribution to the development of precise treatment
plans for individual high-risk patients. We will continue
to meet challenges as the questions underlying the clinical
application of imaging push the limits of our technologies.
The development of molecular and nonmolecular imaging will
greatly improve our ability to diagnose atherosclerosis at an
early stage, facilitating early intervention and the initiation of
individualized therapy.
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